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Land as Regenerative Space
in The Book of Mormon
Shawna Norton
Wherefore, it is an abridgement of the record of the people of
Nephi, and also of the Lamanites written to the Lamanites, who
are a remnant of the house of Israel, and also to Jew and Gentile.
-The Book of Mormon (Title page)

a tale of the plight and flight of a
family from biblical Jerusalem, stitched together through a variety of
narrators. As the title page claims, this book contains the record of the
Nephite people, descendants of Lehi, who was commanded by God to
leave Jerusalem in order to save his family from destruction. From that
command, the text becomes one of movement and escape, so that the
Nephite race can avoid destruction. As this story is one about avoiding
annihilation, it necessarily becomes one of reproduction: How do the
Nephites reproduce the people of God to spread the word of God?
This is a text heavily concerned with men: Men are the storytellers,
the narrators, the acting subjects throughout the book-fighting, smiting, and writing. In this, the need for reproduction produces a conceptual problem in that women are, essentially, absent from the text. This
absence becomes a point of curiosity: In a text concerned with reproduction of a race, where do we find gestative bodies? In the absence
of women, I will suggest, the Nephites turn to the land as regenerative
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space. Much of the mythology surrounding American relations with the
land rests on depictions ofland as a feminine space, echoing notions of
early American pastoralism, presenting "harmony between man and
nature based on an experience of the land as essentially feminine; that
is, not simply the land as mother, but the land as woman, the total
female principle of gratification:' 1 But we do not receive descriptions of
these landscapes in The Book ofMormon; rather, land is conceptualized
in two ways, as the "land of promise'' 2 and a "land of inheritance:'3 This
regenerative role is made possible through these two conceptions, in
that "promise" guarantees from God a regenerative space, and "inheritance'' allows that space to be passed on through generations. Both
promise and inheritance provide resources through which the Nephites
may prosper. In this essay, I will argue that land takes on a regenerative
role for the Nephites, who turn to land rather than women to "scatter
their seed:' 4
We have only four sightings of speaking, acting, autonomous women
throughout the entirety of The Book of Mormon, the last two of which
are unnamed queens. The first appearance of the feminine occurs in the
first book, when Nephi introduces his mother, Sariah. Sariah is crucial to
the Nephites (and to the entire text of The Book ofMormon) as she is the
original progenitor: it is through Sariah as a reproductive body that we
receive Nephi, the first recorder of his family's history, as well as the succeeding line of Nephite writers. But our original progenitor vanishes; after
this book, she is entirely absent from the narrative, the first and last of
any sort of developed mother figure in the text. Where women are absent
from this text, movement becomes the hope for national reproduction.
The Book ofMormon presents a narrative of exile, in which the characters
1. Annette Kolodny, The Lay of the Land: Metaphor as Experience and History in
American Life and Letters (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1975), 4.
2. See, for example, 1 Nephi 2:20; 4:14; 5:5, 22; 7:1, 13; 10:13; 12:1, 4; 13:14; 17:33,
42; 18:25.
3. See, for example, 1 Nephi 2:4, 11; 3:16, 22; 5:2; 10:3; 13:15, 30; 17:21; 22:12.
4. The scattering of the Nephite seed is a trope found in 1 Nephi, though it is not
tied to either female bodies or land in its original context. See, for example, 1 Nephi
13:14, 39; 22:7-8.
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leave their native home and attempt renewal through unoccupied land. It
is in these spaces that we see that the capacity for growth as typically formulated reproduction (e.g., within a domestic, nuclear family) is replaced
with regeneration in new physical spaces.
As the Nephites move from Jerusalem to uninhabited lands, the text
presents a dichotomy between "wilderness'' and "land:' That is, "wilderness" operates as a liminal space through which the people move, while
land acts as a static place of growth. We see this dichotomy when Lehi first
moved from Jerusalem "and took nothing with him, save it were his family, and provisions, and tents, and departed into the wilderness" (1 Nephi
2:4),5 here departing not into "new land" but into "the wilderness:' The
text's description ofLehi's departure demonstrates the difference between
"land" and "wilderness" that Louise Westling describes in her book, The
Green Breast of The New World: "Two conflicting landscape metaphors
are being employed, paralleling these two categories-howling disordered
wilderness as opposed to benign and abundant pastoral paradise:'6 Lehi's
"wilderness'' represents the unknown; there is as much potential for failure as there is for opportunity, unlike "abundant pastoral paradise;' which
holds the connotations of safety and growth. The Book of Mormon is not
alone in representing these images of"wilderness'' and "land:' We can find
these symbols similarly repeated throughout the Bible and its proliferat ing echoes in American literature. David Williams examines conceptions
of wilderness in American history, using these biblical symbols to inform
human encounters with wilderness throughout American literary history.
He writes:
The symbol of the wilderness carried into the New Testament
where it had a powerful influence on the Christian religion. Of the
many uses of wilderness in scripture, three stood out as of particular importance ... the forty year sojourn in the Sinai wilderness,
John the Baptist's ministry in the wilderness, and the temptation
5. All Book of Mormon references are from Royal Skousen, ed., The Book of Mormon: The Earliest Text (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2009).
6. Louise Hutchings Westling, The Green Breast of the New World: Landscape, Gender, and American Fiction (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1996), 36.
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of Christ in the wilderness .... And even these three are not distinct, for in all of them bears the same symbolic significance. It
is the location of refuge, trial, temptation, and ultimate victory
over Satan.7

We can see parallels between these New Testament experiences coinciding with themes in 1 Nephi. As a text concerned with an exiled people, it positions wilderness as that which must be moved through. The
unknown must be encountered in order to reach an "abundant pastoral
paradise'' through which regeneration is possible.
Despite The Book ofMormon's deep interest in territory, we receive
few actual descriptions of the landscape, and while "landscapes are
treated as cultural images, and ways of representing, structuring, and
symbolizing our ideas about the world;'s the absence of these descriptions informs our reading as much as imagery would. As mentioned
above, land conceptions in 1 Nephi usually manifest themselves in one
of two ways: as "land of inheritance" or "land of promise:' What is most
interesting about these manifestations ofland is the syntactical ordering
in which they are presented, that is, they are spaces "of" something else.
As there are virtually no landscapes in 1 Nephi, our conceptions ofland
are perpetually tied to these two values, "inheritance" and "promise:'
Both link the land as object to the people who receive it as well as to the
God who gives it. Because these constructions overwhelmingly structure the presentation ofland in the text, The Book ofMormon binds our
understanding of the land to the promise of God and the inheritance of
his people.
"Promise" and "inheritance" are two very different words linked by
only a few commonalities, one being that they both can be tied materially, that is, in the promise or inheritance of material goods such as
7. David R. Williams, Wilderness Lost: The Religious Origins of the American Mind
(Selinsgrove, PA: Susquehanna University Press; London: Associated University Presses,
1987), 29.
8. Deborah L. Rotman and Ellen-Rose Savulis, eds., Shared Spaces and Divided
Places: Material Dimensions of Gender Relations and the American Historical Landscape
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2003), 106.
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money or land. "Promise'' and "inheritance;' too, involve more than
one person (or entity); both words necessitate a giver and a receiver. In
the absence of female bodies in the text, the Nephites can only hope to
succeed in the survival of their race depending on land in its two con ceptions: promise, which implies an assurance; and inheritance, which
implies a right. The land, conceived of as either promised or inherited,
becomes a space that not only assures of resources through which the
Nephites may prosper, but also is guaranteed space through which they
may "spread their seed:'
"Land of promise" is not an entirely unique phrase; a similar phrasing appears in the Bible. In Exodus, we see land of promise appear: "And
it shall come to pass, when ye be come to the land which the Lord will
give you, according as he hath promised, that ye shall keep this service"
(Exodus 12:25). We see it again in Deuteronomy: "And if the Lord thy
God enlarge thy coast as he hath sworn unto thy fathers, and give thee
all the land which he promised to give unto thy fathers" (Deuteron omy 19:8). 9 Similar to land conceptions in The Book of Mormon, both
of these phrases situate God as the giver, God's people as the receiver,
and land as the object of transfer, but this phrasing differs from the
phrasing we see in The Book of Mormon. These Bible passages do not
use a syntax dependent on "of" (e.g., "land ... as he hath promised"
versus "land of promise''). Because of this absence, the biblical sense
of land can exist outside of the conception of "promised" rather than
being perpetually tied to it, as the use of the preposition "of" in The
Book of Mormon indicates "the place or source from which action (as
shooting, calling, writing) is directed:' 10 In the case of the Bible, land as
the object of transfer is not defined and confined by "promise" and can
exist independent of God as a source.
What is similar between the uses of this phrase "land of promise" in
the Bible and The Book ofMormon is that land is presented as an object

9. All citations from the Bible are from The New King James Bible: New Testament
(Nashville, TN: T. Nelson, 1979).
10. Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. "of;' https:/ /www.oed.com (accessed January 5, 2018).
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given. At any place where we see "land of promise" appear in 1 Nephi,
it is either spoken by God, spoken by his messengers, or prophesied
by Nephi or Lehi (speaking not their own words, but those of God
Himself). In chapter 12, Nephi sees in a vision: "It came to pass that
the angel said unto me: Look, and behold thy seed, and also the seed
of thy brethren. And I looked and beheld the land of promise; and I
beheld multitudes of people, yea, even as it were in number as many as
the sand of the sea'' (1 Nephi 12:1). In this vision, Nephi is directed by
the angel to look and behold the land of promise, behold the potential
of "multitudes of people;' behold their future-their salvation. Here,
the succeeding generations are even referred to as "seed;' implying the
possibility of growth-growth necessarily tied to the land. A seed will
not sprout without dirt, without water, without a regenerative space; it is
through this relationship with land that reproduction can exist without
fem ale bodies.
For the Nephites to obtain this land of promise, they had to rely
on God as the giver to make "a declaration or assurance ... to [a] ...
person (usually with respect to the future):' 11 That is, God had assured
the Nephites that this land was for their use in order to secure their
future as a people. This promise was not guaranteed, though; it was
dependent on the Nephites themselves. They had to act according to
divine will in order to prosper, and they had to keep the commandments. In chapter 4, Nephi writes: "And now, when I, Nephi, had heard
these words, I remembered the words of the Lord which he spake unto
me in the wilderness, saying that: Inasmuch as thy seed shall keep my
commandments, they shall prosper in the land of promise" (1 Nephi
4:14). The Lord (the agent of the promise) conditionally guarantees
prosperity for the Nephites through His guarantee of the land.
In considering the second way land is perceived, as "land of
inheritance;' The Book of Mormon departs from the Bible and moves
from land as metaphor for salvation to land as a physical reality. The
OED defines inheritance as "a coming into, or taking, possession of
11. Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. "promise;' https:/ /www.oed.com ( accessed
January 5, 2018).
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something, as one's birthright; possession, ownership'' as well as "hereditary succession to propertY:' 12 Similar to the idea of "land of promise;'
land becomes the object of transfer when it is defined as an inheritance,
but in this case, it is not transferred from God: rather it is hereditary,
and thus handed down from father to son. The phrase "land of inheritance" is not spoken by God in the text; it is only spoken by Lehi and
Nephi. Lehi, the original progenitor of the Nephite people, is the first
to use this phrase, and his prediction is cited by Nephi "that after [the
Jews] should be destroyed, even that great city Jerusalem, and many be
carried away captive into Babylon ... should return again, yea, even be
brought back out of captivity; and after they should be brought back
out of captivity they should possess again the land of their inheritance"
(1 Nephi 10:3). As with the notion of promise, the "land of inheritance"
is guaranteed to the people, but in this conception of land, the act of
giving becomes tied to the men of the text, falling into the hands of the
narrators to be handed down for generations. You can hand down an
inheritance; you can't hand down a promise.
We see inheritance at work as Nephi then takes control of the
phrase, moving from his father's predictions to his own. When Nephi
builds the ship to depart from the land of his fathers, he writes: "Behold,
these many years we have suffered in the wilderness, which time we
might have enjoyed our possessions and the land of our inheritance;
yea, and we might have been happy" (1 Nephi 17:21). Here, Nephi's
voice claims the land from his father. This hereditary "right to possession'' places agency in the hands of the inheritor so that it can continue
to be handed down from father to son, man to man. Even the land
they are leaving behind is described in this patrimonial manner. When
Nephi and his brothers return to Jerusalem to get plates from Laban,
Nephi says, "Wherefore, let us be faithful in keeping the commandments of the Lord; therefore let us go down to the land of our father's
inheritance, for behold he left gold and silver, and all manner of riches"

12. Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. "inheritance;' https://www.oed.com (accessed January 5, 2018).
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(1 Nephi 3:16). All space in the text may be claimed by men under the
banner of inheritance; for Nephi, even Laban's home is tied to Lehi.
In the transfer of agency from benefactor to heir, in the conception
of land as hereditary and not as promised, we see a right to not just the
land as regenerative space, but also to the land's material products. In
this shift, the land is conceived as "bountiful;' containing an abundance
of resources for the people to possess. This conception is tied to nineteenth-century pastoral notions (a link that becomes more complicated
in thinking about the discovery, translation, and publication of the text
by Joseph Smith in the early 1830s). Leo Marx, in his foundational ecocritical text, The Machine in the Garden, cites Captain Arthur Barlowe's
experience of America in 1584 as a "vivid impression that a lovely garden
lay ahead" and goes on to describe "what was to become a cardinal image
of America: an immense garden of 'incredible abundance:" 13 For Barlowe,
"Virginia [was] a land of plenty; the soil 'the most plentifull, sweete, fruitful' ... the virgin forest not at all like the 'barren and fruitles' woods of
eastern -Europe:' 14 Though we do not have such elaborate descriptions of
land from Nephi, we do receive a depiction of certain resources evident
in their inheritance, and it is through these resources that the people can
survive and this regeneration is possible. We see traces of this materiality
echoed in descriptions of the "land of our father's inheritance'' in which is
left "gold, silver, and all manner of riches" (1 Nephi 3:16). People cannot
survive on promises; they need food, water-riches. Nephi sees this bountiful possibility in a vision of the church of Gentiles and the discovery
and colonization of America: "And I beheld the Spirit of the Lord, that it
was upon the Gentiles, and they did prosper and obtain the land for their
inheritance" (1 Nephi 3:15). This notion of "prosperity'' is necessary in
the regenerative space in that it implies flourishing, thriving. It implies
growth; it implies a future.
We find this notion of "bounty" echoed in chapter 17 of 1 Nephi:
"And we did come to the land which we called bountiful because of
13. Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 29.
14. Marx, Machine in the Garden, 36.
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its much fruit and also wild honey; and all these things were prepared
of the Lord that we might not perish'' (1 Nephi 17 :5). This material
bounty with its particular emphasis on life-sustaining goods is tied to
the biblical notions of prosperity. Many times throughout the Bible,
mainly in Exodus and Deuteronomy, land that contains this potential
for sustenance is conceived as land of "milk and honey;' such as in the
description "and he hath brought us into this place, and hath given us
this land, even a land that floweth with milk and honey" (Deuteronomy
26:9). This notion of "milk and honey" is connected to the ideas of
bounty and regeneration, with the implication being that the possibility
for salvation is available through what one can reap from the land. We
see these same notions of what one can reap echoed in American pastoralism, as Timothy Sweet notes. Sweet sees American pastoralism as
having a direct link with capitalism, in that "different farming practices
and different positions with respect to the land, labor, and produce markets grounded different ideologies. Attending to these topics will enable
us to analyze, more thoroughly than we have done in the past, the ideological work of early American pastoralism at its origins, to realize the
extent of its imbrication in rural America's transition to capitalism:' 15
Where Nephi refers to bounty as similar to "plenty;' we can take it to
mean that the Nephites, in this instance, will not want for anything. As
"bounty" implies "good quality;' it also implies "worth:' The Nephites
come to this space for the physical resources that the land can supply,
making us question the "different positions with respect to the land" in
which they ground their ideology.
But what is most difficult to narratively place is the fact that the
Nephites come to this bountiful land in order to leave it. Though they
have found a land of bounty under God's direction, the Nephites are
ironically told after a period of time that this land is specifically not
the land of promise, and that God will continue their journey by stripping them, temporarily, of all land as he directs them to sail across
the landless ocean. The land of bounty, in other words, fails despite its
15. Timothy Sweet, "American Pastoralism and the Marketplace: Eighteenth-Century Ideologies of Farming;' Early American Literature 29/l (1994): 60.
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richness; it is not a land for permanent cultivation. As Sweet describes,
the objective value of land is at least in part due to its improvement
through settlement and cultivation: "Considering the dependence of
land speculators on tenancy to improve the land, it is quite probable
that [American farmers] are being represented as ideal tenants:' 16 The
Nephites in 1 Nephi are never tenants of a space; land is never a space
of cultivation. Coming to "the land which [they] called bountiful" narratively precedes the moment where God commands Nephi to build
a ship, by which they will depart from this bountiful land to another
"land of promise:' According to The Book of Mormon, God directs the
Nephites in their journey so that their seed shall be "scattered" over
all the Earth: "that after all the house of Israel have been scattered and
confounded, that the Lord God will raise up a mighty nation among
the Gentiles, yea, even upon the face of this land; and by them shall our
seed be scattered" (1 Nephi 22:7). The "land of promise;' then, is contingent upon this promise of scattering. And it is through this scattering
within and upon the regenerative landscape of promise that the people
of Nephi can be reproduced as the people of God. By rejecting inheritance for the sake of promise, the Nephites may be rejecting the reality
for the sake of metaphor, scattering the house oflsrael and claiming all
as regenerative space.

Shawna Norton grew up in Western Massachusetts and received her
MA in English from the University of Vermont. She now resides in
Burlington, Vermont.

16. Sweet, "American Pastoralism;' 72.

